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March 31, 2006
Re:

Aligning our Ministry's Values with our Service Code:
Employee Dialogue Report

This report reflects the valuable input from a broad cross-section of staff in the Ministry.
We believe it effectively synthesizes the words of experience and wisdom from staff
- their perceptions of the common values that are the foundation of our work, together
with recommendations on what should be included in our Service Code and the supports
we need to put in place to assist staff in living this code every day. This document
represents a comprehensive summary of the dialogues that took place in the Regions
and Headquaters, on the website and back in the workplace. It offers us a clear direction
on practical ways to collectively move this Ministry towards the kind of workplace that
brings out the best in all of us.
From our perspective, this report is a foundation for change. Our thanks goes out to all
who participated in the dialogue that led to the creation of this report. We look forward
to continuing that dialogue as we work together to implement our recommendations.
The six values identified by staff present a comprehensive view of what draws us together
in our work. The Service Code helps us focus on what we must address over the next
few years to develop a work place that strongly reflects these values. We are pleased
to recommend the adoption of our proposed Values Statement and Service Code.
Thank you,
Service Code and Organizational Values Steering Committee

Tami Currie (Project Lead), LeeLane Asher, Cheryl Levine, Carol Eidsness,
Trent Brown, Alison Gosse, Catherine Lindsay, Gerald Lang,
Teddie (Theadora) Steede-Mechler, Lori Benham, Carolyn Wadel, Cindy Kukucska,
Curtis Clark, Ian Harrower, Ron Carter, Gabby Nye-Wallace, Tony Gibb,
Tannis Greencorn, Julio Galleguillos, Martha Symington, Rachel Holmes,
Rachel Ross, Pam Copley, David Curtis, Elsie Chandler, Eve Carty
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1.1 INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This report describes, not only the outcomes of a significant initiative, but
also the process used to achieve those outcomes. The achievement of the
goal of clarifying organizational values and developing a service code for
the Ministry of Employment and Income Assistance represents a groundbreaking commitment to involving employees across the entire Ministry in
meaningful dialogue.
We are honoured to have been a part of this project and wish to acknowledge
those who helped inspire, guide and support us in this initiative:
Executive Sponsors:
• Cairine MacDonald, Deputy Minister
• Allison Bond, Assistant Deputy Minister
Members of the Steering Committee:
• Tami Currie, Project Lead
• LeeLane Asher, Field Manager - Region 1
• Cheryl Levine, Director Service Delivery - Region 1
• Carol Eidsness, Family Maintenance Worker - Region 1
• Trent Brown, Mgr. Community Relations & Service Quality - Region 3
• Alison Gosse, Learning & Development Advisor - Region 3
• Catherine Lindsay, Client Support Worker - Region 2
• Gerald Lang, Mgr. Community Relations & Service Quality - Region 2
• Teddie Steede-Mechler, Family Maintenance Worker - Region 2
• Lori Benham, Supervisor of Administrative Services - Region 3
• Carolyn Wadel, Web Manager - Victoria/Corporate Operations
• Cindy Kukucska, Employment Assistance Worker - Region 4
• Curtis Clark, Dir. of Performance & Risk Management - Region 4
• Ian Harrower, Mgr. Community Relations & Service Quality-Region 5
• Ron Carter, District Supervisor - Region 5
• Gabby Nye-Wallace, Issues Manager - Victoria/Regional Services
• Tony Gibb, Mgr. Finance & Performance-Victoria/Regional Services
• Tannis Greencorn, Info & Privacy Analyst-Victoria/Mgmt. Services
• Julio Galleguillos, Chief Accountant - Victoria/Management Services
• Martha Symington, Director - Victoria/Management Services
• Rachel Holmes, Manager - Victoria/Corporate Operations
• Rachel Ross, Analyst - Victoria/Employment
• Pam Copley, Program Coordinator - Victoria/Employment
• David Curtis, Director - Victoria/Social Policy
• Elsie Chandler, Supervisor - Victoria/Social Policy
• Eve Carty, Reconsideration Officer -Victoria/Social Policy

~ Ian Curtin and Ed McKenzie, IC Possibilities Consulting Inc.

1.0
Introduction
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2.1 GETTING STARTED
In December, 2005, IC Possibilities Consulting Inc. began to work with
a Steering Committee representing employees throughout the Ministry
of Employment and Income Assistance to launch the Service Code and
Organizational Values Initiative. The initiative’s intent was to engage staff
throughout the province in a dialogue designed to help clarify MEIA’s
organizational values and provide input into the development of a service
code that would benefit all employees and the clients they serve.
Specifically, the intent was three fold:
1. To include all staff in a dialogue that would assist in clarifying the
Ministry’s organizational values;
2. Align the Ministry’s organizational values with a new service code;
3. Identify supports that staff consider necessary to help them “live” the
service code when it is implemented in Spring 2006.
During a two-day pre-planning session, the Service Code and Organizational
Values (SCOV) Steering Committee and the consultants developed the
foundations for this dialogue that, over a period of several weeks, would
engage most employees.
The session:
o developed a consensus on the initiative’s purpose and terms of reference for the Steering Committee;
o confirmed definitions for values and service code to be used in the
dialogue;
o collaboratively designed the dialogue forums for a representative crosssection of staff in each region and Headquarters
o provided input on a custom-designed website for the project that included the capability for staff to participate in the dialogue; and,
o developed strategies for broadening the dialogue so everyone in the
Ministry had an opportunity to participate.

2.0
The Dialogue
Process
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To carry out this work, the following subcommittees were established:
Participant Design, Logistics and Broadening the Consensus
Scope: To determine the mix of staff who will attend the forums proposed
for each region, work out logistics (appropriate meeting facilities, catering,
transportation and accommodation, if required), and ensure that forum
participants broaden the consensus of this project by communicating the
session outcomes to other staff within their regions and headquarters.
Website Design
Scope: To work with IC Possibilities Consulting Inc. and Radar Hill to design
an internal website that will effectively support the overall Service Code
and Organizational Values project and complement the face-to-face staff
forums to be held in each region. This group’s focus will be on website
design, with content to be provided by other Working Groups in consultation with IC Possibilities.
Project Timeline
Scope: In collaboration with the Ministry and IC Possibilities Consulting Inc.,
to determine the key project milestones that must be achieved to ensure
the project is completed prior to March 31, 2006. These milestones will
include scheduling of employee forums, Steering Committee meetings and/
or teleconferences, other meetings (e.g. Executive), drafting and approval
of summary report etc. This group will liaise primarily with the Participant
Design, Logistics and Broadening the Consensus Working Group.
Communication
Scope: To ensure that this project is communicated accurately and effectively
to all appropriate audiences within the Ministry through the development
of a Communication Plan.
These subcommittees worked tirelessly to ensure the success of the overall
initiative and held teleconferences every week to keep other SCOV Steering
Committee members apprised of the initiative’s progress.
In addition to the pre-planning session, a smaller group of the Steering
Committee met with the consultants to address two key areas – identifying
potential issues and establishing measures to assess the success of the
project. These helped identify potential strategies for ensuring the project
goals were achieved.

2.0
The Dialogue
Process
(continued)
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2.2. MOVING FORWARD
In January of 2006, IC Possibilities Consulting Inc., with organizational
assistance from the Ministry and the Steering Committee, conducted the
first of six dialogue sessions, as a two-day pilot. Afterwards, results of the
pilot, which involved 25 employees from Region One, were shared with
members of the Steering Committee.

2.0
The Dialogue
Process
(continued)

At the same time as the face-to-face dialogue was beginning, the special
website for the initiative was launched. This website provided up-to-date
information on the Service Code and Organizational Values Initiative
and featured web pages where employees could provide their input,
anonymously if desired. The site also offered staff the ability to download
relevant documents. For example, after each dialogue forum, and only after
permission was granted by participants, a Record of Proceedings was posted
on the website, along with the participants’ evaluation of the forum.
2.3 ENGAGING IN DIALOGUE
Approximately 25 employees participated in each dialogue forum, with
a senior member of the Ministry Executive – Deputy Minister Cairine
MacDonald or Assistant Deputy Minister Allison Bond – providing an
overview of the project. They also invited participants to engage in the
dialogue freely and honestly to help move the organization forward. The
overall question for each forum was: “What is the link between our organizational values and our service code and how can the Executive support
staff in living the service code?”
In each forum, IC Possibilities Consulting Inc. used Creative Planning
Dialogues™, and a variety of interactive processes to facilitate dialogue in
the following areas:
• Current situation: opportunities and challenges related to organizational
values;
• Clarification of the values: comments/additions on existing Ministry
values and clarification of new values areas;
• Identification/confirmation and prioritizing of value areas;
• Behavioural expectations to include in the service code; and,
• Support activities to assist staff in living the service code.

We need
to respect
each other
as we
respect
clients
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At the conclusion of each dialogue forum, Project Lead Tami Currie, who
attended all six dialogue forums, provided participants with information
kits to help them “broaden the dialogue” on values and the service code
among staff within their region. In addition to the kit, a synopsis of each
forum was prepared and sent to participants to help them communicate
the essence of the forum to other staff members.

2.0
The Dialogue
Process
(continued)

As the dialogue forums continued, staff who had attended a forum reported
back to the Ministry with information on what happened as they broadened
the values and service code dialogue within their own workplaces. This
information, along with employee feedback posted on the website, helped
validate the data generated in the dialogue forums.
2.4 BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
After the sixth, and final, employee dialogue forum, IC Possibilities
Consulting Inc., with input from the Project Lead, collected, themed,
analyzed and synthesized the data from all six forums to produce a draft
Values Statement and Service Code, along with a document summarizing
the support activities required to help staff “live” the service code. Written
comments from staff, along with feedback from the website, were reviewed
to help validate the results of the dialogue forums. The draft documents,
along with supporting materials, were presented to the Service Code and
Organizational Values Steering Committee for comment and revision at
a two-day meeting in mid-March. The session concluded with a series of
initial recommendations to assist in implementing and sustaining the new
Values and Service Code.

"Listen more
and judge
less.
Listen and
learn
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3.1 MEIA's PROPOSED CORE VALUES STATEMENT
Our values support the integrity of the Ministry. How we deliver our services and demonstrate
our ability to operate in a manner that reflects our values is fundamental to building confidence
among staff, clients and the public.
We Value:

Descriptor

People

Valuing people is the foundation of our Ministry’s work.
Our organization’s greatest asset is our people – their knowledge, skills and
experience. We value strength in diversity and work to support each other
and our clients by fostering leadership, open communication, inclusiveness,
collaborative teamwork and personal and professional development.

Personal
Responsibility

We value personal responsibility leading to increased empowerment,
self-reliance and self-worth for staff and clients. We balance our pursuit of
personal responsibility with compassion.

Respect and
Empathy

These values begins within each of us as reflected in daily interactions among
staff and in serving clients. We treat others as we would like to be treated
and strive to understand, with compassion, the challenges they face. We
recognize these values are expressed differently through acts of kindness,
caring, tolerance and goodwill.

Equity and
Fairness

To effectively serve our clients, the public and each other, we rely on our
knowledge, skills and experience in balancing equity with fairness. We strive
to act consistently and equitably while recognizing individual needs and
the parameters of legislation and policy. Our organizational practices will
embody these values.

Accountability

We value accountability for our decisions and actions, and for those of our
clients. We will use a comprehensive and balanced performance management process that recognizes staff, client, and business needs.

Transparency
and Open
Communication

Transparency and open communication in our practices and decision-making
are critical to the success of our organization. We will encourage dialogue
to ensure that success.
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4.1 MEIA's PROPOSED SERVICE CODE
The purpose of this Service Code is to achieve service excellence. We are
committed to improving services and strengthening our relationships. This
Service Code, guided by our organizational values, defines our Ministry’s
expectations as we interact with others.
We Value:
•
•
•
•
•
•

People
Personal Responsibility
Respect and Empathy
Equity and Fairness
Accountability
Transparency and Open Communication

In support of the Ministry’s Values, we commit to:
Ø be personally responsible for our thoughts, feelings and actions;
Ø honour and respect diversity and support this through our organizational

practices;

Ø listen to understand;
Ø enhance our communication skills by practicing open, honest dialogue in a

manner that does not discount others;

Ø define and respect our own boundaries and the boundaries of others;
Ø include or consult those affected in planning and decision-making processes

when appropriate;

Ø hold others in goodwill.

Within the context of our working relationships, each of us is expected to:
Ø model the Ministry’s core values in our daily work and align our actions with

the Ministry’s mission and vision;

Ø take responsibility for our own work by seeking clarity in, and fulfilling our

roles and responsibilities, setting realistic goals, acknowledging and learning
through mistakes, and taking appropriate action;

Ø participate actively in employee performance development processes, includ-

ing learning to give and receive effective feedback;

Ø share information openly, when appropriate, and communicate personally

whenever possible;

4.0
Proposed
Service Code
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Ø help foster and maintain a solutions-oriented and supportive work environ-

ment in which people can speak freely without fear of repercussions;

Ø take responsibility for resolving issues directly;
Ø recognize, acknowledge and celebrate individual and team success

4.0
Proposed
Service Code
(continued)

Ø stay current on our understanding of issues facing clients and communities,

and of relevant legislation, policy and procedures;

Ø take responsibility for our own well-being, including work/life balance;

As a client or a member of the public, you can expect Ministry staff to provide:
Ø courteous, professional and consistent service, in a manner that emphasizes

listening to understand;

Ø respect for your privacy and confidentiality;
Ø fair and thorough assessments of your situation and needs;
Ø assistance in identifying realistic approaches for meeting your needs;
Ø information and clear explanations of decisions as soon as possible;
Ø help in understanding the Ministry’s legislation, and internal reconsideration

and appeal processes.

As Ministry employees, we expect that clients and members of the public will:
Ø treat us courteously and respectfully;
Ø provide us with the information we require to serve you;
Ø be accountable for meeting the requirements to receive assistance;
Ø take responsibility towards achieving your potential.

5.1 Recommendations
At its March 14th and 15th meeting, the SCOV Steering Committee put
forward the following recommendations for consideration and adoption by
the Ministry's Executive. These recommendations are intended to continue
the positive changes brought about by the initiative.
Recommendation 1 - Adoption of Values Statement and Service Code
The SCOV Steering Committee unanimously recommends the adoption
of the Values Statement and Service Code contained in this report.
Executive Response: Adopted unanimously by the Executive and Leadership Team.

5.0
Recommendations
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Recommendation 2 - Introduce the Values Statement and Service Code
Immediately create and implement a short term communication strategy
for staff, clients and the public that launches the adopted Values Statement
and Service Code.
Executive Response: Adopted unanimously by the Executive and Leadership Team.
To further demonstrate support for the SCOV Steering Committee's
recommendations, the Executive and Leadership Team have adopted the
following proposal unanimously: The Executive and Leadership Team commit
to actively implement the Service Code and Organizational Values - to make it real
and to inform our actions.
Recommendation 3 - Continuation of SCOV Steering Committee
The SCOV Steering Committee's continuation will ensure the momentum
of the initiative is sustained during the implementation of the Values
Statement and Service Code. To clarify and solidify the role of the SCOV
Steering Committee, its mandate will need to include the following:
• Develop a plan for the implementation of the Values Statement and
Service Code;
• Develop a process for an ongoing review of the progress of the Values
Statement and Service Code initiative;
• Guide and monitor the progress of working groups that may be
established to address recommendations on activities to support staff
in living the service code;
• Develop a communication plan for the long term;
• Liaise with staff;
• Identify potential issues and solutions regarding the Values and Service
Code; and,
• Active participation in developing service standards.
Executive Response: Adopted unanimously by the Executive and Leadership Team.
Recommendation 4 - Continuation of On-line Employee Engagement.
Develop a communication "hub" for employee engagement. It could include
a Q &A board for all staff. It could also contain forums for communities of
practice and communication materials relating to projects or initiatives.
Executive Response: Adopted unanimously by the Executive and Leadership Team.

5.0
Recommendations
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Recommendation 5 - Creation of a Operational Advisory Standing Committee
This committee could provide advice and recommendations on regulatory
changes and proposals that affect the Ministry's operations or initiatives.
Executive Response: This recommendation is taken under advisement. The Executive
and Leadership Team are committed to engaging staff and are currently considering and
implementing input from a number of sources, including the policy forum, on actions
recommended for incorporating feedback. The status of this action will be reviewed in
six months with the Service Code and Organizational Values Committee.

IC POSSIBILITIES Consulting Inc.
1170 Camrose Crescent
Victoria, British Columbia
Canada V8P 1N1
Tel:
250 383 4094
Fax: 250 383 4095
Email: ian@icpossibilities.com
www.icpossibilities.com

